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Aerial image simulation is one of the most critical components in the model-based optical

proximity correction (OPC), which has become a necessary part of resolution enhancement

techniques used to improve the performance of subwavelength optical lithography. In this paper, a

fast aerial image simulation method is proposed for partially coherent systems by decomposing the

transmission cross coefficient (TCC) into analytical kernels. The TCC matrix is projected onto a

function space whose basis is analytical circle-sampling functions (CSFs) and converted into a

much smaller projected matrix. By performing singular value decomposition (SVD) to the projected

matrix, its eigenvectors together with the CSFs are used to generate a set of analytical TCC kernels.

The proposed method avoids directly performing SVD to the large TCC matrix, making it much

more runtime efficient than the conventional SVD method. Furthermore, the grid size of the kernels

can be flexibly set to any desired value in aerial image simulations, which is not realizable with the

conventional SVD method. The comparison of aerial image intensity errors and edge placement

errors calculated by the proposed method and the conventional SVD method has confirmed the

validity of the proposed method. An OPC example is also provided to further demonstrate its

efficiency. VC 2012 American Vacuum Society. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4767442]

I. INTRODUCTION

With ever-decreasing feature size, attempts at pushing the

limit of optical lithography have made the optical proximity

correction (OPC) technique a necessary part of the resolution

enhancement techniques used to improve the performance of

the lithography process.1–3 Generally, the model-based OPC

process includes both the forward modeling known as lithog-

raphy simulation and the inverse process, which aims to opti-

mize the mask layout to compensate for and minimize the

distortion caused by optical proximity effects. The forward

model is repeated a number of times in the inverse optimiza-

tion algorithm. Therefore, fast aerial image simulation is

highly desirable as one of the most critical components in

the forward modeling simulations.

The formulation behind the optical imaging process for a

partially coherent system can be roughly categorized into the

Abbe’s theory4 and the Hopkins’ theory.4–6 Abbe’s imaging

formulation considers the source as constructed by a number

of incoherent source points, and the total aerial image inten-

sity is calculated as the superposition of all the aerial image

intensity distributions produced by these source points. Simu-

lation speed based on Abbe’s theory is limited because the

fast Fourier transform (FFT) is needed for the intensity calcu-

lation of every source point. Hopkins’ imaging theory, which

formulates the aerial image in terms of the transmission cross

coefficient (TCC), has been extensively used in fast aerial

image simulation. For aerial image simulation based on

Hopkins’ theory, the calculation of the four-dimensional (4D)

TCC matrix and the four-fold integration is a most time-

consuming step. There are various methods introduced to

simplify the aerial image simulation, such as the analytical

method,7–9 the pupil shift matrix method,10,11 and the cross

triple correlation method.12–14 The sum of coherent systems

(SOCS) method,15,16 or the optimal coherent approxima-

tion,17 which approximates the partially coherent system by

the superposition of coherent systems, has been introduced

and widely used for its capability to avoid the 4D integration,

and the simulation speed has thus been dramatically

improved. The conventional SOCS algorithm is based on the

well-known singular value decomposition (SVD) of a 2D ma-

trix, which is a reformulation of the 4D TCC array by the col-

umn stack operation.15–17 However, the SVD calculation is

still time-consuming as the TCC matrix size is usually very

large; e.g., when the matrix size is 720� 720, the SVD run-

time is 6262 s.18 In addition, the TCC kernels obtained by

SVD only have numerical representations. If the aerial image

simulation requires to be set at a different resolution (or grid

size), the TCC kernels has to be recalculated by performing

the time-consuming SVD again to the TCC matrix.

In this paper, we propose a TCC decomposition method

that can obtain a set of analytical TCC kernels without

directly performing SVD to the large TCC matrix. This is

realized by first projecting the TCC matrix onto a circle-

sampling function (CSF) space and converting the TCC

matrix into a much smaller projected matrix, followed by

performing SVD to the projected matrix and generating the

analytical TCC kernels with its eigenvectors and the CSFs.a)Electronic mail: shyliu@mail.hust.edu.cn
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The main novel concept in this paper is the application of

CSFs and circle-sampling theorem in TCC decomposition in

polar coordinate to achieve analytical TCC kernels. Gener-

ally, TCC can be expressed as an infinite function series

with a set of complete and orthogonal basis functions. There

are various basis functions that can be used for this purpose,

such as Fourier series, Zernike polynomials, and CSFs. Con-

sidering that the optical system usually has a high degree of

radially symmetry, the CSFs become our first choice in

expressing the TCC. Since TCC is always band-limited, we

can further apply the circle-sampling theorem to approxi-

mate the analytical 4D TCC in polar coordinate as a finite

CSF series. Compared to the conventional SVD method, the

proposed method has at least two advantages, including the

avoidance of directly performing SVD to the large TCC ma-

trix and the expression of TCC kernels in an analytical form.

This makes the aerial image simulations not only more run-

time efficient, but also more flexible, as SVD is performed to

the smaller projected matrix and the grid size of the TCC

kernels can be set to any desired value.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II introduces the partially coherent imaging principle

and the circle-sampling theorem and then describes in detail

how to apply the circle-sampling theorem in TCC decompo-

sition and how to obtain the analytical TCC kernels. Section

III provides some simulation results to demonstrate the va-

lidity and efficiency of the proposed method. Finally, we

draw some conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

A. Partially coherent imaging system

The imaging process in optical lithography can be mod-

eled as a pupil function with a partially coherent illumination

source, namely the partially coherent system, as shown in

Fig. 1. According to Hopkins’ theory,4–6 the intensity on the

image plane in the spatial domain can be expressed as

Iðx; yÞ ¼
ð ð

TCCðx� x1; y� y1; x� x2; y� y2Þ

�Oðx1; y1ÞO�ðx2; y2Þdx1dx2dy1dy1; (1)

where O(x1, y1) and O*(x2, y2) are the mask pattern and its

complex conjugate in the spatial domain, respectively. The

TCC is introduced as

TCCðx1;y1;x2;y2Þ¼ Jðx1� x2;y1� y2ÞHðx1;y1ÞH�ðx2;y2Þ:
(2)

Here, J(x1� x2, y1� y2) is the mutual intensity that describes

the coherence of the illumination source, H(x1, y1) is the

point spread function that fully describes the property of the

projection lens, and H*(x2, y2) is its conjugate.

The TCC is Hermitian and positive definite and can be

decomposed into a set of eigenvalues with corresponding

eigenvectors. In the numerical simulation, the TCC can be

sampled and represented as a discrete 4D array with

M�M�M�M elements, which can be further unfolded

into a discrete 2D M2�M2 matrix T by the column stack

operation g. The SVD algorithm can be applied to the dis-

crete 2D matrix T, yielding the decomposition15–17

T ¼
XM2

k¼1

kkukuH
k ; (3)

where kk is the kth eigenvalue of T, uk is the corresponding

M2� 1 eigenvector, and uk
H is its Hermitian conjugate.

Applying the inverse column stack operation g�1 to uk leads

to the 2D M�M kernel Wk of the TCC

Wk ¼ g�1ðukÞ: (4)

Thus, the aerial image can be calculated as

I ¼
XM2

k¼1

kkjWk �Oj2: (5)

Here, O is the discrete matrix that represents the mask pattern

O(x, y). Usually, only the first several kernels corresponding

to the largest eigenvalues are retained to give an approxima-

tion of the aerial image. The above procedure describes how

the conventional SOCS method works.15–17 This method may

be highly time-consuming as M increases and the SVD pro-

cess takes a long time; furthermore, the kernels obtained by

this method only have numerical representations. Here we

propose a TCC decomposition method that avoids the SVD

process of the large matrix T and can obtain analytical TCC

kernels based on the circle-sampling theorem.19–21

B. Circle-sampling theorem

If the spatial frequency component of a function f(q, h) is

band-limited within a circle of radius a, it can be expressed

as an infinite circle-sampling function (CSF) series19–21

f ðq; hÞ ¼
Xþ1

n¼�1

Xþ1
s¼1

cn;sun;sðaq; hÞ; (6)

where (q, h) is the polar coordinate, and cn,s are the expan-

sion coefficients

cn;s ¼
ðþ1

0

ð2p

0

f ðq; hÞun;sðaq; hÞqdqdh: (7)
FIG. 1. Partially coherent imaging system used in lithography tools.
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The CSFs are defined as

un;sðaq; hÞ ¼ Rn;sðaqÞexpðjnhÞ: (8)

Here, j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p

; n is called the angle factor, s is the radial

factor, and Rn,s(aq) is the radial function. There are many

types of radial functions can be used for circle sampling, and

here we select a Bessel function based formula as

Rn;s aqð Þ ¼ 4zn;s

Jn�1ðaqÞ � Jnþ1ðaqÞ
JnðaqÞ

ðaqÞ2 � z2
n;s

; (9)

where Jn is the nth order Bessel function of the first kind, and

zn,s is the sth zero-point of the Bessel function Jn. Figure 2

depicts some typical radial functions with different angle fac-

tor n and radial factor s. The radial function is equal to 1 at the

corresponding Bessel function’s zero-point, and the function

values concentrate nearby. The radial functions and the corre-

sponding CSFs satisfy the following orthogonal relation:19

ðþ1
0

Rn;sðaqÞRn;tðaqÞqd q¼ 2½aJn�1ðzn;sÞ�aJnþ1ðzn;sÞ��2ds;t;

(10)

ð2p

0

ðþ1
0

un;sðaq; hÞu�m;tðaq; hÞqdqdh

¼ 4p½aJn�1ðzn;sÞ � aJnþ1ðzn;sÞ��2ds;tdm;n: (11)

C. Aerial image simulation by TCC decomposition
with analytical kernels

Supposing that r is the partial coherence factor of the

source in an optical lithography, TCC is always band-limited

in 6(1þ r). Noticing that TCC is also Hermitian and posi-

tive definite, it thus possible to approximate the analytical

4D TCC in polar coordinate as a finite CSF series

TCCðq1; h1; q2; h2Þ ¼
XN

k¼1

XN

l¼1

pk;lukðaq1; h1Þu�l ðaq2; h2Þ;

(12)

where a is the maximum spectral content for a radius as

introduced in Eq. (8), and it is equal to or larger than (1þr)

in optical lithography with the partial coherence factor of the

source being r; N¼ (2 NAþ 1)NR is the total number of

CSFs with angle factor n from �NA to NA and radial factor s
from 1 to NR; uk(aq, h) stands for the kth CSF; and pk,l are

the expansion coefficients. Note that for simplicity and con-

ciseness, hereafter we denote the CSFs by uk(aq, h) in a

one-dimensional (1D) order with only one subscript k, which

is a rearrangement of the CSFs un,s(aq, h) with two sub-

scripts n and s as defined in Eq. (8).

In order to obtain the expansion coefficients pk,l, we first

discretize the kth CSF uk(aq, h) into an M�M matrix denoted

by uk, and then we reformulate uk into a discrete 1D vector

denoted by qk by using the column stack operation qk¼ g(uk).

Consequently, Eq. (12) is discretized in a matrix form as

T ¼ QPQH; (13)

where T is the discrete M2�M2 TCC matrix, and Q is a dis-

crete M2�N matrix with the kth column being qk

Q ¼ ½ q1 q2 ::: qN �: (14)

The matrix P in Eq. (13) is termed the projected matrix with

elements pk,l

P ¼

p1;1 p1;2 ::: p1;N

p2;1 p2;2 ::: p2;N

::: ::: ::: :::
pN;1 pN;1 ::: pN;N

2
664

3
775: (15)

Noticing that qk is the discretized form of the kth CSF

uk(aq, h) that has the orthogonal relation shown in Eq. (11),

we also have the orthogonal relation for qk as

qH
k ql¼dk;l: (16)

The orthogonal relation in Eq. (16) makes the matrix Q in

Eq. (14) satisfy

QHQ ¼ I; (17)

where I is an N�N unit matrix. As a result, the projected

matrix P can be calculated as

P ¼ ðQHQÞPðQHQÞ ¼ QHðQPQHÞQ ¼ QHTQ: (18)

The projected matrix P is also Hermitian and positive defi-

nite, so we can perform SVD to further decompose it into

eigenvalues and eigenvectors, as

P ¼
XN

k¼1

lkvkvH
k ; (19)FIG. 2. (Color online) Some typical radial functions with angle factor n and

radial factor s.
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where lk is the kth eigenvalue and vk is the corresponding

eigenvector. Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (12), we can ana-

lytically calculate the 4D TCC as

TCCðq1;h1;q2;h2Þ¼
XN

k¼1

lkUkðaq1;h1ÞU�kðaq2;h2Þ: (20)

Here, we call Uk(q, h) the kth analytical TCC kernel, which

can be calculated as

Ukðq; hÞ¼
XN

l¼1

vk;lulðaq; hÞ; (21)

where vk,l is the lth element of vk. Instead of Eq. (5), the aer-

ial image can be calculated as

I ¼
XN

k¼1

lkjUk �Oj2: (22)

The flowchart of TCC decomposition into analytical kernels

is shown in Fig. 3. It is noted from Eq. (18) that the projected

matrix P is the representation of the TCC matrix on the CSF

space, so the first several eigenvalues of the projected matrix

and the TCC matrix that have higher dominance, should be

the same. At the same time, eigenvalues that have lower

dominance do not have to be the same because of the resid-

ual errors. The kernels obtained by the proposed method and

FIG. 3. Flowchart of TCC decomposition into analytical kernels.

FIG. 4. (Color online) First 15 eigenvalues of the projected matrix and the

TCC matrix.

FIG. 5. (Color online) First six kernels derived by the proposed method. (a)–(f) denote the kernels U1(q, h) to U6(q, h), respectively.
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the conventional method do not have to be the same because

the TCC matrix has degenerate eigenvalues, and the kernels

corresponding to the degenerate eigenvalues can be linearly

combined to produce new kernels.

It is particularly worthwhile to point out that the TCC ker-

nels have analytical forms as shown in Eq. (21), so we can

set the grid size of the kernels to any desired value directly

in aerial image simulation. This merit is not realizable in the

conventional method, which directly performs SVD to the

2D matrix T and obtains numerical kernels.

III. SIMULATIONS

We performed simulations on a partially coherent system

for a quadrupole illumination source with rout¼ 0.85,

rin¼ 0.65, and degree¼ 45�. The wavelength in the simula-

tion was set to 193 nm, and the numerical aperture was set to

0.85. The discrete TCC matrix T is a 512� 512 matrix. A

total of 170 CSFs with angle factor n from �8 to 8 and radial

factor s from 1 to 10 were used to form the function space,

and the parameter a of the CSFs as introduced in Eq. (8) was

set to 12. Consequently, the projected matrix P is a

170� 170 matrix, which is much smaller than the discrete

TCC matrix T. In the simulations, the grid size of the kernels

and the aerial image were both set to 1 nm, and the ambit of

the kernels was set to 800 nm, resulting in 801 points in each

axis direction. All of the simulations were performed on a

Workstation of 2.54 GHz Opteron with MATLAB in Windows

7 (64-bit).

Figure 4 shows the first 15 eigenvalues of the projected

matrix and the TCC matrix. The first 10 eigenvalues of the

projected matrix fit very well with those of the TCC matrix,

as expected, while the rest of the eigenvalues that have lower

dominance are different because of residual errors and the

different calculation methods. The difference between the

lower dominance eigenvalues does not matter because we

only use the first six kernels of higher dominance to calculate

the aerial image. Figure 5 depicts the first six spatial domain

kernels obtained by the proposed method. Here, because the

kernels have analytical forms, we directly set the grid size of

the kernels to 1 nm to obtain a 1601� 1601 matrix. For the

conventional method, it is not very realistic to directly obtain

a 1601� 1601 kernel, because the time for performing SVD

on a 16012� 16012 matrix would be very excessive. In fact,

as the discrete TCC matrix T we used was a 512� 512 ma-

trix, we only obtained a 51� 51 kernel by the conventional

SVD method, which cost 123.1 s for the calculation. In con-

trast, the runtime for obtaining the 1601� 1601 kernel

was only 3.27 s by using the proposed method. It thus has

demonstrated that the proposed method has a much higher

speed than the conventional method, as it avoids directly

performing SVD to the large TCC matrix.

We did not compare the kernels obtained by the proposed

method and the conventional method, because the kernels do

not have to be the same. Instead, aerial image simulations

were carried out to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed

method. We calculated the aerial image of a five bar pattern

and a contact cross pattern to confirm the validity of the

proposed method. The mask pattern region is [�600 nm, 600

nm] in both axis directions. For the five bar pattern, the

width of all the bars is 90 nm. For the contact cross pattern,

the width of the central contact is 300 nm, and the width of

all the surrounding contacts is 200 nm. The optical parame-

ters in this simulation were the same as in the previous simu-

lation for the calculation of TCC kernels. The normalized

mean square error was used to evaluate the difference

between the aerial image intensity obtained by the proposed

method and that by the conventional SVD method

eðA;BÞ ¼

Xm

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

jaij � bijj2

Xm

i¼1

Xn

j¼1

jaijj2
; (23)

where A¼ [aij] and B¼ [bij] denote the two matrices that

represent the aerial image intensity calculated by the pro-

posed method and by the conventional method respectively.

As shown in Fig. 6, the contours of the aerial image

obtained by the proposed method fit very well with those

FIG. 6. (Color online) Simulation result of the aerial image contours by the

proposed method and the conventional SVD method for (a) a five bar pattern

and (b) a contact cross pattern.
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provided by the conventional method. The differences

between the aerial images, which are normalized by the larg-

est intensity, are also shown in Fig. 7. The normalized mean

square error is 0.0023% for the five bar pattern, and

0.00059% for the contact cross pattern. All the simulation

results demonstrate that the aerial images calculated by the

proposed method have a high accuracy compared to those

obtained by the conventional method, which confirms the va-

lidity of the proposed method.

Edge placement error (EPE) has been popularly used in

OPC, especially in the polygon-based OPC, to convey criti-

cal dimension (CD) information, which is essentially the CD

error at one side.16 Generally, for evaluating OPC optimiza-

tion result, the mean EPE is introduced and defined as a

weighted average EPE of all segments as

EPE ¼

XS

i¼1

xijEPEij

XS

i¼1

xi

; (24)

where EPEi refers to the EPE of the ith segment, S is the

total number of segments, and xi is the weighted fact and is

set to 1 in all of our simulations.

Figure 8(a) depicts the EPEs obtained by the proposed

method and the conventional method for a more complicated

pattern as shown in Fig. 8(b). The pattern region was

[�1000 nm, 1000 nm] in both directions, and totally up to

57 cutlines at various locations of the pattern were analyzed,

as marked by the red lines in Fig. 8(b). Without losing gener-

ality, a constant threshold resist (CTR) model was simply

introduced to generate the output pattern of the resist

image.22 Other parameters in this simulation were the same

as in the previous simulation for the comparison of aerial

image intensity error. It is noted from Fig. 8(a) that almost

all the EPEs are identical by the proposed method and the

conventional method. Actually, the mean EPE obtained by

the proposed method is 17.21 nm as compared to 17.16 nm

by the conventional method. This means that the calculated

CD error is as small as 0.04625% between the two methods,

which indicates that the accuracy of the proposed method is

highly acceptable.

To further demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed

method, we applied it in OPC optimization for the compli-

cated pattern as shown in Fig. 8(b). We adopted a simplified

OPC optimization flow reported in our previous work23 but

FIG. 8. (Color online) (a) Simulation result of EPEs obtained by the pro-

posed method and the conventional SVD method for (b) a more complicated

pattern with red lines indicating the locations of cutlines.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Difference between aerial images obtained by the pro-

posed method and the conventional SVD method for (a) a five bar pattern

and (b) a contact cross pattern.
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with the forward aerial image simulation performed by the

proposed method in this paper. The fragmentation lengths

along the lines and near the corners were set to of 30 nm and

10 nm respectively, and the mean EPE for all segments was

used as a cost function for evaluating the optimization effect.

Other parameters in this simulation were the same as in the

previous simulation for the comparison of EPEs, including

using the CTR model to generate the output pattern of the

resist image.22

The optimized mask pattern after eight iterations is

depicted in Fig. 9(a), and the contours of the target pattern

and its corresponding output pattern of the resist image are

shown in different line types in Fig. 9(b). It is observed that

the output pattern has a high fidelity with the target pattern;

thus, the proposed approach is expected to be applicable in

OPC systems. Actually, the mean EPEs of the output pattern

before and after the OPC process are 18.35 nm and 3.54 nm,

respectively, indicating that the optimized mask pattern has

dramatically reduced the CD errors of the output pattern.

Furthermore, the total runtime for the whole OPC process is

28.2 s, which further demonstrates that the proposed method

is fast enough to be applied in OPC systems.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a fast aerial image simulation method

for partially coherent illumination systems based on TCC

decomposition with analytical kernels. The large TCC matrix

is projected onto the CSF space and converted into a much

smaller projected matrix, which is then performed SVD to

generate the analytical TCC kernels with its eigenvectors

and the CSFs. It has demonstrated that the proposed method

avoids directly performing SVD to the large TCC matrix;

thus, it is much more runtime efficient than the conventional

method. In addition, the TCC kernels derived by the pro-

posed method have analytical forms; thus, the grid size of

the kernels can be set to any desired value, which is not real-

izable with the conventional method. The simulation results

by evaluating aerial image intensity errors and mean EPEs

have validated the high accuracy of the proposed method,

and the provided OPC example has further confirmed its effi-

ciency in OPC applications. For future work, we will extend

the proposed method in the hyper NA application by

addressing vectorial formulations as well as mask patterns

and dimensions that are more computational demanding.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Simulation result of OPC optimization by applying

the proposed method with (a) the optimized mask pattern and (b) the con-

tours of the target pattern and the output pattern.
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